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QUESTION 1

Which event processing pipeline contains the regex replacement processor that would be called upon to run event
masking routines on events as they are ingested? 

A. Merging pipeline 

B. Indexing pipeline 

C. Typing pipeline 

D. Parsing pipeline 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has the following Splunk instances within their environment: An indexer cluster consisting of a cluster
master/master node and five clustered indexers, two search heads (no search head clustering), a deployment server,
and a license master. The deployment server and license master are running on their own single-purpose instances.
The customer would like to start using the Monitoring Console (MC) to monitor the whole environment. 

On the MC instance, which instances will need to be configured as distributed search peers by specifying them via the
UI using the settings menu? 

A. Just the cluster master/master node. 

B. Indexers, search heads, deployment server, license master, cluster master/master node. 

C. Search heads, deployment server, license master, cluster master/master node 

D. Deployment server, license master 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer would like Splunk to delete files after they\\'ve been ingested. The Universal Forwarder has read/write
access to the directory structure. Which input type would be most appropriate to use in order to ensure files are ingested
and then deleted afterwards? 

A. Script 

B. Batch 

C. Monitor 

D. Fschange 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://community.splunk.com/t5/Getting-Data-In/Is-it-possible-to-have-a-Splunk-universalforwarder-read-
a/td-p/172752 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the Splunk PS recommendation when using the deployment server and building deployment apps? 

A. Carefully design smaller apps with specific configuration that can be reused. 

B. Only deploy Splunk PS base configurations via the deployment server. 

C. Use $SPLUNK_HOME/etc/system/local configurations on forwarders and only deploy TAs via the deployment
server. 

D. Carefully design bigger apps containing multiple configs. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.splunk.com/en_us/blog/platform/adding-a-deployment-server-forwardermanagement-to-a-new-
or-existing-splunk-cloud-or-splunk-enterprise-deployment.html 

 

QUESTION 5

In a single indexer cluster, where should the Monitoring Console (MC) be installed? 

A. Deployer sharing with master cluster. 

B. License master that has 50 clients or more. 

C. Cluster master node 

D. Production Search Head 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/8.1.0/DMC/WheretohostDMC 
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